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Abstract-Consider the problem of scattering of a time-harmonic electromagnetic wave by a 
three-dimensional bounded and smooth obstacle. The infinite space outside the obstacle is filled by a 
homogeneous isotropic chiial medium. In the region exterior to a sphere that includes the scatterer, 
any solution of the generaliied Hehnholtz’s equation that satisfies the Silver-Miiller radiation con- 
dition has a uniformly and absolutely convergent expansion in inverse powers of the radial distance 
from the center of the sphere. The coefficients of the expansion can be determined from the leading 
coefficient, “the radiation pattern”, by a recurrence relation. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Sommerfeld radiation condition completely characterizes the behavior of the scattered field 
at infinity. Atkinson in [I] proved that the asymptotic condition of Sommerfeld can be replaced 
by a uniformly and absolutely convergent series representation of the scattered wave outside the 
smallest sphere that contains the scatterer. This is an expansion in inverse powers of the radial 
distance and its leading term recovers the Sommerfeld radiation condition. Wilcox [2,3] extended 
Atkinson’s theorem for the electromagnetic scattering. He proved that all the coefficients in 
the Atkinson’s expansion can be recurrently recovered by the leading coefficient, known as the 
“radiation pattern” [4,5]. 

Other extensions to elasticity and thermoelasticity were obtained by Dassios [6] and Cakoni 
and Dassios [7]. 

The purpose of this work is to state and prove a version of Atkinson-Wilcox’s expansion the- 
orem in the theory of scattering of a time-harmonic electromagnetic wave, in an unbounded 
homogeneous, isotropic chiral environment (exterior to the scatterer). 

Chiral media support two kinds of electromagnetic waves, the left-circularly polarized (LCP) 
wave and the right-circularly polarized (RCP) wave [8-lo]. This phenomenon, known as optical 
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activity, can be modelled using appropriate constitutive relations; we use the Drude-Born-Fedorov 
relations [9]. 

Lakhtakia in [lo] has obtained the Beltrami fields Qi and Qz in series expansions, and hence 
the scattered electric field, by using spherical harmonic functions. More precisely, from (2a), 
(15a,b), and (18a,b) in [lo] we can see that 

E’“(r) = c A, [Mt3’(pr) + Ni3)( ‘Ylr)] + c B, [Mt3)(w-) + Ni,3)(yg)] : 
” ” 

where A,, B, are unknown coefficients and ML3), NL3) the well-known vector spherical wave 
functions. 

In Theorem 1 below, we obtain Esc as series expansion in powers of l/r; where the vectorial 
coefficients Ff can be obtained by the recursion relations (3.18) and (3.19). 

The advantages of our approach are the following: first, we can easily obtain from the recursion 
relations that “ if the radiation pattern is zero then the scattered electric field is also zero” (see [5, 
pp. 75,117]), h’ h w ic is a very useful property for the study of inverse scattering problems; second, 
expansion (3.17) replaces the radiation condition with an exact boundary condition on any sphere 
surrounding the scatterer, and in this respect it can be useful for numerical evaluation of the 
scattered electric field (see [ll, pp. 45,601). 

Note that the first term in our expansion (3.17) is the radiation pattern which Lakhtakia 
obtained in (31a,b) of [lo], by using spherical harmonic functions. 

In Section 2, we formulate the electromagnetic scattering problem and in Section 3 we state 
and prove the appropriate expansion theorem and the recurrence relations for the coefficients. 
Finally, in Section 3 we describe the reduction to the achiral case. 

2. THE SCATTERING PROBLEM 

Let fi be a compact subset of W3, with a smooth boundary S. This is referred to as the 
scatterer. The exterior field of propagation R3 \ fi is occupied by a homogeneous, isotropic chiral 
medium of electric permittivity E, magnetic permeability p, and chirality measure p. For chirality, 
we use the Drude-Born-Fedorov constitutive relations [9]. The propagation of a time-harmonic 
electromagnetic wave (E, H) in the chiral medium R3 \ S? is governed by the modified Maxwell 
equations (in the frequency domain form) [9], 

V~E-y~/lE-iwp(;)~H=0, (2.1a) 

2 
VxH-y2PH+iwe ; E=O, 

0 
(2.lb) 

where w is the angular frequency imposed by the assumed time-harmonic dependence, ri = ti,,$E 
is simply a shorthand notation and does not represent any wavenumber inside the chiral medium, 
and the parameter y is given by y2 = ~‘(1 - K~/?~)-~. 

From (a.la),(a.lb) above, we can easily obtain 

v x v x u - 2yzpv x u - y”u = 0, (2.2) 

a Helmholtz-like differential equation for U = E or H. 
The total field Ut = Et or Ht in W3 \ si can be expressed as 

ut = ui + U”, in R3 \ sl, (2.3) 

where U” = E” or H” is the incident (electric or magnetic) field and Us = E” or H” is the 
scattered field, and it is assumed to satisfy the Silver-Miiller radiation condition [5,11,12] 
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uniformly over all directions 2 = x//xl, or (in view of (2.la),(2.lb)) equivalently, 
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~xvxus(X)-TP2~Xus(x)+i$Js(X)=o A_ , /XI-+00 ( > 1x1 (2.5) 

uniformly over all directions 2. 
On the surface of the scatterer, any kind of boundary or 

well-posedness can hold. 
transmission conditions that secures 

The direct scattering problem is the following. Given an incident field Ui and boundary 
conditions on S, find the scattered field Us which satisfies (2.2) and (2.4). 

The solution of this problem is given by the exterior integral representation of the scattered 
field [8] 

US(x) = -2&l 
s 

f3 (x,x’) [ii x ut (x’)] ds (x’) 
s 

J{ 

(2.6) 
+ 

s 
t? (x, x’) . (ii x [V x Ut (x’)]) + [Vz x ti (x,x’)] . (ii x Ut (x’))} ds (x’) 

for every x E R3 \ fi, where S := 29Cl and @x,x’) is the infinite medium dyadic (i.m.d.) Green’s 
function [8]. 

The i.m.d. Green’s function @x,x’) can be expressed as 

where 

and 

with 

B (x, x’) = & (x,x’) + & (x, x’) , 

& (x,x’) = A- 
87ry2 YJ+;vv+vxi gL(u) 1 

6 
BR (x,x’) = - 

87ry2 TRY++-VXi gR(U), 1 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

IE 

YR= l+KP’ 
u = x - XI, ‘1L = IUI, 

gA(U) = 5, A= L,R, 

and 

is the identity dyadic [8,9] 

3. THE EXPANSION THEOREM 

In order to simplify the statement of the theorem, we give the following definition as in [2,3] 

and [6]. 

DEFINITION 1. Let V be the exterior domain W3 \ fi described in Section 2. The vector field 
U” : V -+ c3 is called an E/H chiral radiation function if it has the following properties: 

(i) Us E C2(V) and satisfies (2.21, and 
(ii) Us satisfies (2.5) uniformly over all directions. 
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LEMMA 1. Let ~A(x,x’) be the A = L, R-part of the function &x,x’) as in Section 2. Then we 
have 

B,4 (x,x’) = (3.1) 

for A = L, R, where 

K~(ti) = I - tiii + iti x I and IT&i) = I - liti - iii x I. (3.2) 

PROOF. After some calculations, we have 

(3.3) 

vzvzgA(tt) = { (+ - $) @fiti) -7iu;}gA(u). (3.4) 

v, x f&&t) = (3.5) 

The result now is clear from (2.8) and (2.9). 

LEMMA 2. Let Us : V ---+ C3 be an E/H chiral radiation function and let 2a be the maximal 
diameter of the scatterer a. Then we have 

U1-n [gL(up; (8’) - g&+D~ pi’)] ds (2’) ) (3.6) 

where 

‘Z$ (li’) = y& (ii) . TL (jt’) , (3.7) 

\ki (2’) = i (I;; (ti) - 2M) TL (2’)) (3.8) 

\k;(i’) = -; (‘- 3Gti) . TL (2’)) (3.9) 

with 

and 

TL (1’) = -&I x Ut (2’) + ii x (V x Ut (2’)) , (3.10) 

with 

Qf (a’) = +yRkR (ii) . TR (8’)) (3.11) 

K&f (2’) = i (& (ii) - 2iiti) . TR (a’), (3.12) 

\kf (a’) = -$ (I- 3hti) . TR (2’) , (3.13) 

TR (2’) = T~I? x Ut (a’) - fi x (V x Ut (12’)) (3.14) 

PROOF. We apply the divergence theorem to the first integral in (2.6) and Green’s second theorem 
to the second integral, in the space between the surfaces S and Ix’1 = LY. The volume integrals 
vanish since Ut is a solution of (2.2) in this region. Then we have 

U” (x) = -2y2&? 
J Jx'l=l 

fi (x,x’) . [I? x Ut (x’)] ds (x’) 

(3.15j 
+a2 lx,_ {fi (x, x’) . (ii x [V x Ut (x’)]) + [Vz x t? (x, xl)] . (ii x Ut (x’))} ds (x’) 

Using (2.7), Lemma 1, and the relation 

v x B (x,x’) = y& (x,x’) - Y&R (x, x’) , (3.16) 

we deduce expansion (3.6). 
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LEMMA 3. For every r 2 rg > (Y, the functions u+exp{ia(u - r)}, n = 1,2,3,. . , where 
u = ]r - r’] and r’ = cr, are analytic in the variable p = cxfr. Their Laurent series expansions 
converge absolutely and uniformly for r > rg > cy and all directions 0 E [O,K], cp E [0,27r]. 
Moreover, their expansions can be differentiated term-by-term with respect to r, 8, ‘p any number 
of times and the resulting series are absolutely and uniformly convergent. 
PROOF. (See [6].) Fr om the above lemmas one may infer the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. EXPANSION THEOREM. Let US be an E/H chiral radiation function for the domain 
r > o, where (r, 8, cp) are the spherical coordinates of the observation point r. Then 

Us(r) = 
&YLT O” FL(B ‘p) eiyRr M Ff(O,(p) 
,-cy+,-c rn ’ 

n=O n=O 
(3.17) 

which converges for r > (Y. 1 
The series in (3.17), as well as those obtained by term-by-term differentiation of any order, 

converge absolutely and uniformly in the closed domain r > ra > (Y, 8 E [0, ‘rr], cp E [0,27r]. 

A consequence of the above expansion theorem is the following proposition by which we recur- 
rently obtain all the coefficients in series (3.17) by the leading coefficient. 

PROPOSITION 1. RECURSION RELATIONS. The coefficients Ft(O,p) of series (3.17) can be 
determined from the “radiation pattern” Ft(O, ‘p) by the recurrence relations 

and, for n 2 1, 

(y2 - +yi) F;I + 2iy2pyAi x F;1 = 2y2p (i - D) x F,A, (3.18) 

(r2 - 7;) F,A+l + 2+r2h4i. x Ft+,, = 2niyAF: + 2y2p ((n + 1) s - D) x F,A 

-[B + n(n - l)]F~-_,, 
(3.19) 

where A = L, R and 

(3.20) 

with i, 6, $ being the unit vectors of the spherical coordinate system and B the Beltrami operator 

i a 
B=D.D=-- 

sin e ae 
1 a2 -- + sin2 e a92 ’ (3.21) 

PROOF. Since U’(r) is divergence-free, (2.2) becomes 

AU’ + y2Us + 2y2pV x U” = 0. (3.22) 

E+om the expansion theorem and equation (3.17) we have 

us=us,+us,, (3.23) 

with 

U: = 2 &(r)Ft(R 4, A= L,R, (3.24) 
n=O 

where 

Since the set 

&7ar 

d(r) = ~n+l. (3.25) 

1 g7L.r ei7Rr 
Tn+l’Tn+l 1 _.cl 

(3.26) 
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is linearly independent in the domain r > LY [6], we deduce that i-J; for A = L, R satisfies 
equation (3.22). Moreover, we have 

A (&F,A) = -y;g;F,A - 
2niyA 
-gzF: + $ [B + n(n + 1)1&F:, (3.27) 

V x (&F$) = iyAg;i. x Ft + igi [D - (n + I)?] x Ff. (3.28) 

Substituting (3.24), (3.27), and (3.28) into equation (3.22), we obtain desired relations (3.18) 
and (3.19), as well as the n = 0 terms of the series which give 

(r2 - 7;) F,$ + 2i,0y2yAf x F; = 0, 

NOTE. Since ye - YR = 2y2p and y2 = YLYR, relations (3.18), 
as follows: 

yL [ii x F; - F;] = [i’ - D] x F& 

TR [if x FP + Fr] = [i’ - D] x F,R, 

A= L,R. (3.29) 

(3.19), and (3.29) can be written 

(3.18’) 

2y2/3y~ [it x Fk,, - Fi+l] = 2inyLFk + 2y2p [(n + l)e - D] x Fk 

- [B + n(n - l)]F~_lr 

2Y2&R [ip X F,R+l + F,R+I ] = 2inyRFf + 2y2p [(n + l)f - D] x Ff 

- [B + n(n - l)] FE-I, 

(3.19’) 

and 
F,L=iixF;, FOR = -ie x FOR. (3.29’) 

As in the classical electromagnetic and acoustic scattering (see [5, pp. 75,117]) we have the 
following corollary. 

COROLLARY 1. Let U” be an E/H chiral radiation function for which the radiation pattern Ft! 
A = L, R vanishes identically. Then Us = 0 in V. 

PROOF. This is a straightforward consequence of the recursion relations (3.18) and (3.19) 

REMARK. For the achiral electromagnetic scattering, Wilcox in [3] has given the expansion 

E’(r) = 7 2 F,(6), (p)rwn, (3.30) 
n=O 

where the coefficients F, are given by the following recurrence relations: 

2im (i’ . F,+I) = [B + n(n - l)] (i’ s F,) , (3.31) 

2inn 6 F ( . -) = [B + n(n - l)] (6. F,-I) + DeF,-I, (3.32) 

2inn (@. F,J = [B + n(n - l)] (@. F,_l) + D,F,_l, (3.33) 

for n = 1,2, , where the differential operators De, D, used by Wilcox [3] are given by 

and 

DeF = &!.$9 _ & (6. F) _ 225%&.3 

D F= 2 a(i’F)+2 case a p> 
Ip sine-x- sin’0 dv - & Cd. F) 

(3.34) 

(3.35) 
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We now check the results of our work against Wilcox’s results. In fact, if p = 0, then ye = 
YR = y = K, where K is the wave number. Then, equation (2.2) becomes V x V x U - K~U = 0 
and the expansion relation (3.17) takes the form (3.30) with 

F,(e, cp) = F;(4 ‘P> + J%4 cph n=0,1,2 )“.. (3.36) 

From (3.29’), (3.18’), (3.19’), and the relation D x F = 0, we obtain 

inf . F1 = -D . Fo, (3.37) 

and 

Since V U” = 0, we have 

2innF, = [B + n(n - l)]Fn_1. (3.38) 

&fFn = ni F,_i - D F,_i. 

We use the spherical decomposition of BF, 

(3.39) 

BF=[B(i.F)+2(i.F)-2D.F]i+[B(8.F)+DBF]~+[B(~.F)+D,F]~. (3.40) 

Hence, equations (3.31)-(3.33) can easily be obtained from (3.37)-(3.39) and are exactly the 
equations for the corresponding (achiral) electromagnetic problem given by Wilcox [3]. 
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